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Labor availability
Phoenix’s construction labor market is stretched to capacity, and it is proving difficult 
to meet the demand needed for planned projects. To keep pace with in-progress and 
planned activity, owners are offering labor rate incentives and contractors are turning 
to higher than usual wage rates and sourcing labor from neighboring states.

To alleviate this labor shortage, companies are investing in internships, training 
programs, and marketing jobs in the industry to attract millennials.  
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Lumber products

Materials and 
commodities 
costs:

+31%

Overall, material costs trended 
upwards in 2021. Over the 
year, the PPI for all building 
materials was +31%.
Source: US Bureau of Labor Statistics

Economy
The Valley has become a hotspot 
for many major companies to do 
business. At the end of 2019, Arizona 
was trending in a favorable direction 
with unemployment, but the pandemic 
eroded that momentum and by April 
2020 more than 300,000 jobs were lost 
with the employment rate peaking at 
about 14%. By the end of 2020, Arizona 
was averaging about 14,000 new jobs, 
which is a 133.33% jump from the yearly 
average of about 6,000 in prior years.  

The market has become less volatile 
which is indicated by a dip in the 
unemployment rate. As of December 
2021, the unemployment rate is below 
the pre-pandemic rate at 2.8% and 
the construction industry accounts for 
approximately 7.6% of the labor force.

Material
Costs for construction materials closed 
out 2021 at or near historic highs after 
experiencing dramatic increases over the 
last twelve months. Pandemic-related 
disruptions in global manufacturing and 
difficulties moving goods around the 
world are creating upward pressures on 
material costs. In addition to materials 
increasing in cost, suppliers are 
shortening the time for which their bids 
are valid, reporting delays in receiving 
certain materials at jobsites and project 
teams are becoming more flexible with 
material and product selections to avoid 
schedule delays.

This upward trend is expected to begin 
to normalize in 2022. When prices do 
normalize, they are expected to settle in 
higher than pre-pandemic costs.
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2022 Phoenix construction wage rate comparison

Construction activity
The construction industry in Phoenix is strong. Major tech companies have been 
flocking to the city, driving demand for chip factories and data center construction. 
Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company (TSMC) started construction of a 
$12 billion computer chip factory in early 2021. Intel recently announced intentions 
to invest $20 billion into constructing two new computer chip factories in Chandler, 
Arizona. Construction is under way on Lucid Motors’ 2.85 million square foot 
expansion in Casa Grande. Legacy Cares, Inc. have begun building a 320-acre 
multisport complex estimated at around $250 million.

Mesa, AZ is attracting major investment in data center construction with Compass 
Datacenters, Google, Iron Mountain, NTT, Facebook, Stack Infrastructure and 
Vantage Data Centers all currently expanding or building new data center capacity.
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2022 forecast
Construction costs in Arizona had been rising quicker than the national average 
due to the intense competition for skilled labor in Phoenix. The pandemic slowed 
this increase as contractors saw backlog disappear and uncertainty produced more 
competitive bids.

With parity re-established and Phoenix’s economy largely reopened, planned 
and postponed projects are expected to push Phoenix’s construction activity 
and spending higher than pre-pandemic levels. Based on this, construction cost 
escalation is projected to exceed national average escalation rates and trend around 
six percent in 2022.

2022 comparative 
cost index
Location Index

Washington DC 100

Phoenix, AZ 103

Tucson, AZ 97.6

Labor cost
Arizona is a right-to-work state, meaning historically union wage rate agreements 
have not played a large role in influencing construction costs. Agreed union wage 
rates in Phoenix remain lower than contractors’ bids on large non-residential projects. 
Based on recent bids in Phoenix from Currie & Brown’s project cost database, wages 
paid on non-residential projects in the region are up to 30% above burdened local 
union rates due to competition for workers.

Escalation forecast (USD)

Office fit-out trends Phoenix, 
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